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1. INTRODUCTION 
Lel U, V be a pair of convex sets in a normed Linear space X. The points 
U E U, G E V are called proximal if 
It is easily observed that if the points G E U, V E v are proximal, then they 
are mutually nearest to each other from the respective sets. However, the 
converse implication is generally not true, even for Chebyshevl sets U, Y. 
In this connection it is convenient o restate here the following result from 
ai [9]: “In order that for each pair U, V of convex sets in X3 points U E U, 
V E ‘J that are mutually nearest o each other be proximal, it is necessary and 
sufficient that the space X be smooth.” In the present paper this result is 
embedded in the answers to the following general questions pertaining to 
convex optimization in locally convex spaces. 
QUESTION 1. Let f be a convex functional defined on a HausdorfT localky 
convex linear topological space X. Let U, V be a pair of convex sets in X 
A pair (17, 6) E U x V is called a multioptimum for f if 
(1.1) 
and it is called simply an optimum for f if ii - i; is an optimzma for f on U - V, 
i.e., 
I See [12, p. 1031 for the definition. 
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Then we ask: Under what conditions is a multioptimum (ti, 6) an optimum 
for f? More generally, we are concerned with 
QUESTION 2. Let Xi , i = 1, 2 ,..,, ~1, be Hausdorff locally convex linear 
topological spaces and let Ki C Xi, i = 1, 2,..., n, be convex sets. Let F be a 
convex functional defined on nT=, Xi . Denote by F”, ,..., s,-l,li+i ,..., %, 
i = 1, 2,..., n, the convex functionals defined on Xi by 
F- El ,...,, s+-l,f$+l,.. . sn (Xi) = F& ) x2 )...) xi-, ) xi ) z+, )...) 2,). (1.3) 
We call (5,) 2% ,..., 2,) E l’JL, Ki a multioptimum for F if 
F(Z, ,..., X,) = inf F- 
XEKi x1 ,...a f<-l,Jifl,..., 8, cd i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (1.4) 
and simply an optimum for F if 
F(T, ,..., X,) = inf F(x-, , x2 ,. .., x,). X$“K< (1.5) 
z=l,Z,...,n 
Then we ask: Under what conditions is a multioptimum (X1 ,..., X,) an optimum 
for F? 
Question 2, of course, contains Question 1 as a special case upon taking 
F(u, V) = f(u - v). However, as it turns out, for particular cases such as 
the case whenfis a gauge function, necessary as well as sufficient conditions 
can be given in order that, for each pair U, V of convex sets, (u, 5) E U x V 
being a multioptimum forf imply that it is an optimum forf. 
The main results pertaining to Question 2 are given in Section 2. In 
Section 3 we are concerned with Question 1 and also deal there with a special 
case whenfis given as a certain seminorm. Section 4 deals with the important 
special cases when the convex sets KS of Section 2 and the convex sets U, V 
of Section 3 are contained in subspaces of finite dimension. In Section 5 
we discuss two applications: (1) multivariate constrained convex optimization, 
and (2) global simultaneous approximation. 
We take the standard framework of convex analysis as adopted in [S] 
or [l I] and recall here those notions that will frequently be used in the sequel. 
Let X, Y be complex linear spaces in duality, <, > denoting the duality 
relation. For topologies on X and Y, we take topologies compatible with the 
given duality <, >. Equipped with these, X, Y become Hausdorff locally 
convex linear topological spaces. We say f E conv(X) if f: X 3 R U (+ co} 
is proper, i.e., f $ +cc and it is convex. Let xK stand for the indicator 
function 
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am(f) = ix E X/f(x) < co}~ Foliowing Laurent [6, p. 3351, we 
a function f E conv(X) is d-continuous if f is ~onti~~o~s on 
(f). The subdifferential off at X is aft%) = (y E Y/j(z) > f(Z) + 
- X, JI), ‘dx E X). The following result of Moreau and Rockafe’tar 
olmes [3, p. 251) will frequently be employed. Let fi 9 fi E COW(X). 
Suppose there exists some point in dom(&) n dom(J”;) at which one of the 
two functions is continuous. Then for each X E X one has Z(,j; +.$),,(X) = 
&(x-) I i3jQX). 
2. GIARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMJM AND MULTI~PTIMUM IN QUESTION 2 
Let the Linear spaces Xi and Yi be in duality, (, )i denoting the duality 
relat etween them, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. For the product spaces L & 
and Yi we take the following duality that corresponds to t given 
ualities between Xi and Yi : 
Tmmmt 2.1. Let F E conv(n:“=, Xi) cknd fef Xi C Xi be cotzuex, 
i = 1, 2,..., n. Assume that either 
(I-r,) dam(F) n JJz, int(KJ # .B 
or 
(H,‘) F is d-continuous and int-dam(F) n 
holds. Then (XI ,.‘., X,) E n& I& is an optimum for F if and only f there 
exists (yI , y2 ,..., yn) E I-J:=, Yi such that 
(9 (yI, Y, ,..., YA E @‘(% ,..., %I and 
(ii) Re& , Y,)~ = min=.,,, Re(x, , yi)i . z ‘ 
ProoJ: We observe that (X1 , X2 , . .., X,J E y=, Ki is an optimum for F 
(under hypothesis (IT,) or (ET,‘). It suffices therefore to prove that 




Re(<x, , YA + a*- + <x, , ~24 
z=1,2,...,n. 
= ReG , ylh + a*. + k% , YA, 
iff (Y, ,.*-> Yn) E fi axK,w. 
i=l 
Theorem 2.1 is a slight extension of a theorem of PieniEnii and Rockafellar 
for convex programs (see, e.g., 13, p. 301). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose FE conv(n2, Xi) and that it is finite and con- 
tinuous at (Z, ,..., S,) E ny=, Ki . Then in order that (X1 ,..., XJ being a multi- 
optimum for F imply that it is an optimum for F, it is suficient that the following 
equality hold for the subdzyferentials: 
aF(z, )..., 2,) = fi aF7 - (Xi)* %I,..., .e+l,li+l,..., x, (2.2) 
i=l 
Proof. We first note the following easily established inclusion for the 
subdifferentials: 
aF(q )...) %> c fi ah1 ,..., R~-1,B$+l,..., z&i). (2.3) 
i=l 
Assume now that equality (2.2) holds in the above inclusion. In view of (1.4) 
we have that (X1, 5Z2 ,..., X,) is a multioptimum for F 
iff 0 E a@& ,..., gi--l.li+l ,..., In + XKJGJ 
= aF- .x1 ,..., bi-l,8i+l ,..., x, - W + ax&i>, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
iff fi WI ,..., si--l,~‘Z+l ,..., ,-,(XJ r-7 fi ax-K{(-%) + m. 
i=l i=l 
Employing (2.1) and (2.2), the last condition holds 
iff aF(X, ,..., ~4 n -axn;z=lKic~l ,..., x,) f 0, 
iff (X1 ,..., X,) is an optimum for F. 1 
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Remarks. (1) Let FE conv(~~=, Xi> and let it be finite and continuous 
at (XI )...) 3%). Then the equality (2.2) holds for the sub~~erentials if and 
only if the following equality holds for the directional derivatives: 
In fact, 
= -@I1 )...) ~c,;o,o )...) xt4...P0). 
Hence, equality in the inclusion (2.3) for subdifferentials e
in the above inequality. Conversely, suppose (2.4) holds and let 
Then 
< F(x, + z, )...) x, + 2%) - F(1, ,.. ~, X77,)> 
xi E xi , i = 1, 2 ,...) Il. 
Thus (yl , y2 ,.,., yJ E &‘+, ,..., X,) and (2.2) holds. 
(2) Again, let FE conv(j-& Xi) and let it be finite and continuous 
at (5, ,..*> 55,). Then F is Gateaux-differentiable at (Z1 ,...) X,) if and only if 
F “l’...‘%I-l.sl+l >..., 2% is Gateaux-differentiable at Ei , i = 1, 2 ,..., N. In this 
case (2.2) evidently holds for the subdifferentials. 
(3) Apart from the differentiable case of the preceding remark, another 
simple case, wherein (2.2) holds for the subdifferentials, is the followings 
FC:(xl ,..., &) = fi(x1) -I- -. ~ + fs(xn), where fi E conv(X,), i = 1, 2,..., n. 
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(4) Condition (2.2) is not necessary in order for a multioptimum to be 
an optimum. To illustrate this, let Xi = X be a Banach space, i = 1, 2,..., ~1, 
and let F(x, ,..., xn) = 11 CL, xi /I . Let (X, ,..., X,) = (0, 0 ,..., 0). Then for 
arbitrarily given convex sets Ki C Xi such that (0 ,..,, 0) E l-IF=, Ki , (0,O ,..., 0) 
is a multioptimum implies that it is an optimum for F. However, in this case 
it is easily verified that (2.2) does not hold. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let FE conv(I-I~=, X8) and let it be finite and continuous at 
(31 ,.‘., a,). Furthermore, suppose that (0 ,..., 0) # aF& ,..., X,) and that the 
following holds: 
(Xi) n aF& ,..., X,) = 0. (2.5) 
@l ,**., u f (L..., 1) 
Then in order that for arbitrarily given convex sets Ki C Xi such that Xi E Ki , 
i = 1, 2 ,..., 12, (5, ,..., 2,) being a multioptimum for F imply that it is an 
optimum for F, it is necessary and sufJient that (2.2) hold. 
ProoJ: The sufhciency part is already contained in Theorem 2.2. In order 
to prove the necessity part, suppose that (2.2) does not hold and let 
(A >..*> yJ E fi 8F- Xl,..., z-(-+i+l I...,. en (ZJ 
> 
\aF(Z, ,..., 2,). (2.6) 
i=l 
Define the convex sets Ki as follows: 
Ki = (xi E &/Re& - Zi , ji) >, 0}, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then by Theorem 2.1 one has that (2, ,..., X,) is a multioptimum for F on 
17 Ki . To complete the proof of the theorem, we assert that (Z1 ,..., 2,) 
is not an optimum for F on JJ Ki . 
Assume the contrary. Then using Theorem 2.1 once more there exists 
an element 
(71 ,“.P y”,) E aF(Z, ,..., X,) n -fj ax-&(-Q. 
i=l 
Now let 
Hi = (xi E Xi/Re<xi - Ei , yi) 2 0}, i = 1, 2 ,..., 72. 
Since yi E ax-,,(-jsi), one has Ki C Hi, i = I,..., n. This inclusion of the 
half-spaces in Xi entails that y”< = hi Ji , hi > 0, i = 1, 2,..., ~1, where not 
all the hi’s are equal to 1 on account of (2.6). This contradicts (2.5) and 
establishes the theorem. m 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMUM AND MULTIOPTIMUM IX 
EEMMA 3.1. Let f E conv(X) and dejine FE conv(X X X) by F(xl , x2) = 
P(x, - x2)(x1, x2 E X). Given Z, , X, E X, one has 
are obvious. 
In order to reverse this inclusion, suppose (yl ) yJ E 8F(.U, %J. Then in 
view of (2.3) and (3.1) one has (yl, yJ E 8f(ZI - X2) x --aj(xI1 - X,). 
Taking into account the definition of subdifferential the inequality 
f(xl - x,) >, f(5& - X2) + Re(x, - X1, yl> + Re<x, - 7, ) y2) 
holds for ah x1 , xz E X. Hence, in particular it holds for xl , x2 E X satisfying 
x, - gI = x2 - Za . Thus for all x E X we have Re (x, y, + yB) < 0; which 
yields y, + yz = 0. 
Employing Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1, one immediately obtains 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f E conv(x) and let U, V be convex sets in X. Assume 
that either 
iFI,) dam(f) n int(U - V) # 0 
or 
f is d-continuous and int dam(f) n (U - V) # m 
holds. Theta (U, ~7) E U x V is an optimum for f if and only if there exists an 
element y E Y such that 
(i) y E 2f(G - 5), 
(ii) Re(E, y) = inf,,, Re(u, y), 
(iij) Re(6, y) = SUP,,~ Re(v, y). 
The next theorem furnishes an answer to Question I as a particular case 
of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f E conv(X) and let it be,finite and continuous at 11 - ijs 
Then in order that (U, 13) E U x V being a multioptimum for f imply that 
it is an optimum for f, it is sujicient that f be G~teaux-dl~ere~~tiub~e at E - 5. 
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Proof. Due to the assumption that f is finite and continuous at U - 15, 
we note that af(zi - 17) consists of a single element if and only if f is Gateaux- 
differentiable at U - V. Moreover, in view of Lemma 3.1 and the above 
observation it follows that if we take F(;(u, v) = f(u - a), then the equality 
W(U, 6) = W,(U) x W,(ij) holds for the subdifferentials if and only if f 
is Gbteaux-differentiable at U - fi. The proof is completed by applying 
Theorem 2.2. [ 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 remains valid if instead of assuming that f is 
finite and contnuous at U - 5, we make any one of the following weaker 
hypotheses: 
(I-&) (U - dam(f)) n int V f @ and (25 + dam(f)) n int U # o ; 
(H3’) fis d-continuous and int(c - dam(f)) n V f .@, 
int(5 + dam(f)) n U # a. 
The assertion follows easily by taking into account the first observation 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and then employing Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f E conv(X) and let it be finite and continuous at 
Z E X. Further suppose that 0 $ af(X) and that {&o,Azl h8f(Z)} n af(Z) = a. 
Then in order that, for arbitrary given convex sets U, V such that X E U and 
0 E V, (X,0) being a multioptimum for f imply that it is an optimum, for f, 
it is necessary and sufJicient hat f be GBteaux-d@erentiable at 2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1. 1 
Corollary 3.4 can be strengthened in the case where f is a gauge function 
on X, i.e., a real-valued function on X satisfyingf(x, f XJ < f(xI) +f(x.J 
for all x1 , xz E X and f(Xx) = hf(x) for all x E X and X 3 0. In this case 
the subdifferential off at X is given by af(X) = { y E af(e)/f(Z) = Re(Z, y)}, 
where 6’ denotes the zero vector of X. One thus obtains 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f be a continuous gauge function defined on X. Then in 
order that for arbitrarily given convex sets U, V in X and points zi E U, V E V 
such that f(ii - 5) # 0, (U, i7) being a multioptimum for f imply that it is 
an optimum for f, it is necessary and suficient that f be G&eaux-d@erentiable 
at each point x E X, where f(x) # 0. 
Proof. The sufficiency part is already contained in Theorem 3.3. To 
prove the necessity part, suppose there exists a point X f X such that f (X) # 0 
and such that f is not Ggteaux-differentiable at 5. Then there exist 
y, , yZ E af(e), y, # yZ , such that Re(S, yJ = Re(X, yz) = f(Z). Let us 
assume first that f(Z) > 0. Now select 2 E X such that 0 < Re(Z, yl) < 
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Re(4, y2) and let U = {x/Re(x, yz) >, f(X)}, I’ = ix/ (x, yl) = 01. Then 
S E U, O E V and (X, 0) is a multioptimum forJ but it is not an optimum forj: 
In fact, let D = sf(Z)/Re(Z, yz). Then Re(& yJ < f(Z) = Re(P, yz)” 
This gives 2 E U, 2 - Re(?, y&Z/f(Z)) E V and 
In case f(Z) < 0 we select f E X such that 0 < Re(f, y2j < Re(4, y,) and 
proceed exactly as before. j 
In the last part of this section we consider the particular case when f is 
a seminorm defined as follows. Let B be a balanced and e~~i~o~ti~~ous sub- 
set of Y and let 
f (N = sup Rek Y>, x E x. 
YEB 
We note that the set K = Z(B) is a balanced convex and o(Y, X)-compact 
subset of Y and hence we have f (x) = maxyGK Re(x, y) an 
8f (X) = (y E K/f(X) = Re(X, y)]. 
In the case of a real locally convex space X, the above seminorm f has been 
employed by Laurent 16, p. 4261. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose that K is not contained in any closed ~lyperp~~ne~ 
core2 (K) # m and that K is strictly convex, i.e., x1, x2 E K, 0 < X < 1, 
imply (1 - A> xl + hx, E core(K). Then for arbitrarily given convex sets Ui V 
- - 
in X and points 6 E U, 6 E V, (u, v) is a multioptimum for f implies that it is 
an optimum for f. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.5 it suffices to prove that for each x E X, 
x # 5, itf (x) consists of a single element. We note that for B # x tz X the 
set aj(x> is a nonempty a(Y, X)-compact and proper extremal subset of K. 
ence: if a(x) contained more than one point, say the points y1 and y2 
y1 f y2 I then (1 - A) y1 + Ay, $ core(K), 0 < X < This contradict 
strict convextity of K and establishes the corollary. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMUM FOR THE CASE OF FINITE DIMENSIONAL 
CONVEX SETS 
Here we consider the important special cases when the convex sets 
of Section 1 and the convex sets U, V of Section 3 are contained in subspaces 
call that Core(K) = {k E KjV~~fu, &, 3 ‘v’A~[-~,+~J ) k + hk’ E K}. 
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of finite dimension. For this purpose we adopt essentially the approach as 
given in [6, Theorem 8.3.3, p, 4381. However, with a suitable modification 
of arguments, it is shown that Theorem 8.3.3 of [6] holds for a convex set 
in place of a linear subspace and thereby extends to cover the cases of optima 
dealt with in Section 2 and Section 3. 
Let KC X be convex and let X E K. By 
C(K; q = u h(K - 2) 
A>0 
we denote the support cone of K at X. Let L(K, X) = C(K; jz> n -C(K; 3) 
stand for the largest subspace contained in the support cone C(K; X). By the 
facet of I in K we will mean the set H(K; X) = (!Z + I;(K; X)) n K. Note 
that H(K; 2) is the smallest extremal subset of K containing 2. Hence, X is 
and extreme point of K if and only if H(K; 2) = (2) (or equivalently 
L(K, X) = (e)). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be of finite dimension . Suppose f E COIN(X) and let 
it be finite and continuous at X E X. Suppose y E af(@. Then there exist m 
elements yi E Ext3 (af(X)), i = 1, 2 ,..., m, and m numbers hi > 0, Cz, Xi = 1, 
such that y = CL, hiyi , with 1 < m < n + 1 (for reaI scalars) or 
1 < m < 2n t 1 (for complex scalars). 
The lemma is well known (cf. [6, p. 4361). It is an immediate consequence 
of the Krein-Milman Theorem, a theorem of Caratheodory and the fact 
that aj(X) is a nonempty o(Y, X)-compact convex set. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let FE conv(nL, Xi) and let it be jinite and continuous 
at (X1 ,..., %> E rIL Ki 2 where Ki C Xi are convex sets such- that 
dim[K# = mi , i = l,..., n. Then (X1 ,..., Z,) is an optimum for F if and only 
if there exist s elements (y:j’,..., y$) E Ext aF(X, ,..., X,), 1 < j < s, and s 
numbers A$ > 0, with CI=, hj = 1 such that 
(i) 1 < s < Cy=, mi + 1 (real scalars) or 1 < s < 2 Cy=, mi + 1 
complex scalars), 
(ii) Re Cj”=, hj(Xi - xi, ~lj’)~ < 0 (xi f K,), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. The sufficiency part of the theorem is trivial. To prove the necessity 
part, let (2, ,..., ~3 E I-I:=, Ki be an optimum for E. Then by Theorem 2.1 
one has 
aF(X, ,..., %J n fi --x‘&J # 0. 
i=l 
(4.1) 
3 As usual, Ext(A) denotes the set of extreme points of A. 
4 We employ the notation [KJ for the span of Ki . 
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As a consequence, one has that 
codim L fi -&&); (J1 ,... 
i=i 
, jJ) < dim (fi [KJ) = f mi . (4.3) 
i=l $4 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we conclude that L(@& ,..., 23; ( J1 ,.,., JJ) is a sub- 
space of dimension at most equal to CL, mi . The remaining argument is 
exactly the same as that given in [6, Theorem 8.3.31. In fact, H(S((x, ,..., j&J; 
( j7r ,..., jjn)) is a o(JJ Yi , I-J &)-compact convex set contained in a linear 
variety of dimension at most equal to Cy=, mi (2 Cr=, mi for the complex 
case). Hence, to conclude the proof it only remains to apply Lemma 4.1 
and to employ the fact that H@F& ,..., 2,); ( jjl ,..., J,J) is an extremal 
subset of aF(X, ,..., 2,). a 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let f E conv(X) and let it be jinite and continuous at 
ii - 5. Suppose U E U and 6 E V, where U, V are convex sets such that 
dim[U] = m and dim[V] = n. Then (ti, 5) is an optimum for f if and only if 
there exist k elements yi E Ext 8f (ii - 6) and k numbers Ai > 0 with 
& hi = 1 such that 
(i) 1 < k < m + n + 1, (realscalars), 1 < k < 2m + 2n + 1, (com- 
plex scalars), 
(ii) Re xi”=, h,(G - u, yi) < 0 (U E U), 
(iii) Re Cf=, h$(G - v, yi> > 0 (v E V). 
Proof. This follows immediately upon applying Lemma 3.1 and 
Theorem 4.2, 1 
Theorem 4.2 can be generalized so as to be valid under the slightly weaker 
hypothesis (H,‘). For this purpose we again adopt basically the same approach 
as that given in [6, Theorem 8.3.61. 
We recall that an extremal ray D of a set A C X is a closed semiline con- 
tained in A, which is also an extremal subset of A. Extreme directions of A 
are elements d such that A contains an extremal ray of the type 
D = {x/x = x,, + Ad, X 3 O}. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let FE conv(?J’F=, Xi) and let it satisfy (H,‘). Let Ki C Xi 
be convex sets such that dim[KJ = mi , i = l,..., n. Then (5$ ,..., X,J E nr=, Ki 
is an optimum for F if and only if there exist s elements (y:j’,..., yg’) E 
Ext 8F(Zl ,..., X,), 1 < j < s and t elements (dy’,..., d:‘), 1 < j < t, t > 0, 
that are extreme directions of aF(Zl ,..., 5,), with 1 < s + t < Cy=, mi + 1 
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(2 C%, mi + 1 for complex scalars) andpositive numbers X1 ,..., X, ) pl, 
Ci=, Aj = 1, such that 
(Xi E &I, i = 1, 2,..., n. 
ProoJ The sufficiency part of the theorem clearly follows 
Theorem 2. I. To prove the necessity part, let (X1 ,..*, ZJ E 
optimum for F. Since F is d-continuous the set W(Z, ,..*? &) is a 
~(n& Yi ) ny=“=, Xi)-closed convex locally compact set not containing a 
line (cf. [Or]). Employing Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 8.3.6(i) of Laurent [6: 
p. 4411, there exists an element 
Proceeding exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we obtain that 
~WG, ,“‘> %J; (jl , h ,a.-, Jn)) is a cr(nZ, Yi , nTaI X,)-closed convex set 
not containing a line and such that it is contained in a linear variety of 
dimension equal to C%, m, (2 Cy=, mi for the complex case). The remaining 
argument is the same as that given in [6, Theorem 8.3.71. 
CQROLLAqY 4.5. Let f E conv(X) and let it satisfy (II,‘). Let U, V be 
convex sets such that dim[U] = m, dim[V] = M, and let G E U, zj E V. Then 
(E, ij) is an optimum for f if and only if there exist k elements yi, i = l,..., k, 
k 3 1, that are extreme points of af(ii - 5) and s elements di , i = I,..., s, 
s 3 0, that are extreme directions of af (ii - 3) with I < k + s < m t n -+ I 
(2m + 2n + lfor the complex case) andpositive azumbers A, ,...? X, ) h ).,.) pS ) 
such that 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Here we consider two specific examples, wherein the results of the previous 
sections are applicable. 
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a. Multivariate Constrained Convex Optimization 
Let FE conv(nLr Xi) and let it be finite everywhere. Let fdj’ E conv(&) 
and let it be continuous on Xi , j = 1,2 ,..., mi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Furthermore, 
let the convex sets Ki C Xi be defined as follows: 
K. = K!l) n ,!2) n . . . (-, I&i) z z z z ) i = 1, 2 ,..., 17, 
where 
KF) = {x. g X./f !j’(x.) < 0) 2 zz %A 2 j = 1, 2,..., nzi and i = 1, 2,..., n, 
In addition, we make the following regularity hypothesis on the 
functions fy’: 
(RI) i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then Theorem 2.1 takes the following particular form. 
THEOREM 5.1. (Kuhn-Tucker-type characterization) If the hypothesis (R,) 
is jiil$lled, then (X1 ,..., X,J E JJy=, Ki is an optimum for F if and only if there 
exist elements yf’ E aflj’(x,) and numbers Xf’ < 0, j = 1, 2,..., mi , 
i = 1, 2,..., n, such that h!j’f!j’(X.) = 0 j = 1 z2 2 3 ,.,., mi , i = 1, 2 ,..., n, and 
2 @y?) ,..., z h;)y,V’) E aF(Z, ,..., En). 
j=l 
ProoJ: We have xKi = x2, x,p) and in view of the hypothesis (R,) one 
has 
mi 
Furthermore, we note that in this case the subdifferential axq(Xi) has the 
following explicit expression: 
aq&i) = M, if fi’j’(Q > 0, 
= IQ, if ff’(ZJ < 0, 
= - c(e af q?.)) 3 z 23 if ff’(%J = 0, 
(cf. [3, p. 321. 
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To complete the proof it suffices to observe that by Theorem 2.1, 
6 1 >.--5 Z,) E nF=, Ki is an optimum for F if and only if 
SF& ,..., 2,) n fi -ax&Q f a. 
i=l 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let f E conv(X) and let it be Jinite everywhere. Let 
g, E COW(X) and let it be continuous, i = 1, 2,..., 1. Let hj E conv(X) arzd let 
it be continuous, j = 1, 2,..., m. Let the comex sets U, V be a”efined by 
U = flizl Ui , V = ny=, Vf . Furthermore, suppose that the f~~~ow~ng re ularity 
hypothesis is satisfied: 
&g&i - 25) = 0, i = 1, 2,..., I, X,‘h,(G - z;‘) = 0, j = 1, 2 ,...? m, 
aazd 
i xiyi = 2 hj’Yj’ E aj-(ii - 5). 
i=l j=l 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 upon a~~ly~~g 
Lemma 3.1. 
b. Global Simultaneous Approximation 
Let X be a normed linear space and let Ki C X, i = I, 2,..., n, be convex 
sets. For 1 < p < co we consider the following optim~at~on problems: 
(Ho,) Minimize {ijx, - x2 ljp + /I x1 - x3 jlp + .‘. + !I x1 - x,, jjn)lln for 
xi E I& ) i = 1, 2 ,...) n, where 1 < p < CO. 
(Pb,) Minimize {max(\i x1 - x2 /I, // x1 - x3 IjT...i Ij xi - X~ Ii)> for xi E K7; ,
i = I, 2,..., 77. 
For the case when y1 = 2 these problems coincide with the problem of deter- 
mining proximal points of convex sets which has been dealt with in [IS]. 
On the other hand, when each one of the sets KZ )..I, K, is reduced to a 
singleton set these problems coincide with the so-called ID-problems of 
simultaneous approximation. In case X = +?[~[a, b], the space of continuous 
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functions with the uniform norm, and K1 is taken to be a unisolvent family 
of degree IZ, the I,-problem of simultaneous approximation has been con- 
considered in [2]. A more general problem of global approximation of a 
compact set has been treated in [7]. Here we particularize Theorem 2.1 so 
as to obtain a characterization of solutions to the above problems. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p’ =p/(p - 1) if 1 <p < co, p’ = GO ifp = 1 and 
p’ = 1 ifp = 00. Then in order that (zQ ,..., 2,) E nr=, Ki be a solution to 
the problem (Pb,), 1 < p < co, it is necessary and su#icient hat there exist 
yi E S(X*), S(X*) being the unit sphere of X*, i = 1,2,..., n, such that 
(0 CL yi = 0, 
(ii) EL /I yi llV*’ = 1 (forp’ = ~0, maxz~i+ /I yi II = 11, 
(iii) Re(Zi-xxi,yi) <O (x~EKJ, i= 1,2 ,..., n, 
(iv) Re C%, (Z;, yi) = (cb, II Zl - Xi ]/p)l/p (for p = co, 
maui6 II El - Xi II). 
ProoJ: We set 
= zFfz* {II Xl - xi II>, P = a, 
and note that F is a gauge function on X”. It is then easily verified that 
aF(Zl ,..., X,) is given by 
HYl ,*--9 YJYi E S(X”), i = 1, 2,..., rz and yi satisfying (i), (ii) and (iv)}. 
The proof is completed by applying Theorem 2.1. i 
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